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Abstract. Piggybacking on beacons is a forwarding technique that is
regularly used in vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) research as a means
to disseminate data. With this technique data is attached to and trans-
mitted along with scheduled beacons, without changing the timing of the
beacons.
The performance of piggybacking largely depends on network parameters
such as the network density, the beaconing frequency, etc. It is our goal to
model the performance of piggybacking as a function of such parameters.
In this paper we present our methodology to achieve this goal, and show
some first conclusions w.r.t. which network parameters should be taken
into account in our model.
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1 Introduction

Vehicular networking can be considered as one of the most important enabling
technologies for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). Vehicular networking
is concerned with communication between vehicles and infrastructural devices,
supporting a multitude of traffic applications.

Traffic applications can typically be categorized either as safety applications
or efficiency applications. A typical example of the former is the ‘Emergency
electronic brake lights’ use case [1] in which a vehicle sends out a high-priority
warning to all nearby vehicles. It is critical that such a warning is disseminated
fast (< 100 ms) to all relevant (i.e., nearby) vehicles – messages will therefore
be disseminated with an increased priority. Non-delivery of a message can cause
less safe situations. The distances involved are limited and can be covered by
at most a few transmission hops. In contrast to this, traffic efficiency messages
are typically targeted at a larger geographical region and may have a lifetime
of tens of seconds. Non-delivery of a message can cause less efficient behaviour
(e.g., increased travel time) but will not cause dangerous situations. A typical
example is the ‘Decentralized floating car data’ use case, see [1].

The issue of disseminating safety messages has so far received a lot of at-
tention, leading to a large number of (mainly) flooding-based solutions. When
applied to disseminating efficiency messages however these solutions are far from



optimal. For this reason attention has been shifting to more delay-tolerant dis-
semination strategies for the delivery of efficiency messages. One such strategy
is disseminating messages by attaching them to network-level beacons. We refer
to this technique as dissemination by beaconing or piggybacking.

With piggybacking forwarding of packets is only done by attaching them to
scheduled beacons. Since the scheduling of beacons is a far from trivial problem
[2], it seems preferable that the piggybacking process should not influence the
beacon scheduling, thus keeping the timing of the beacons unchanged. Forward-
ing by piggybacking is therefore relatively slow when for instance compared to
a flooding strategy. As was already noted in [3] the speed with which informa-
tion is disseminated depends amongst others on the beaconing frequency, the
network density, and the transmission distance.

A main expected advantage of piggybacking is that the impact piggybacking
has on the network load should be considerably less when compared to other
forwarding strategies:

– Since the packets are attached to already scheduled beacons, network- and
security overhead for every transmitted packet can be saved. Together this
overhead may be more than 200 bytes [4][5].

– Additionally one access to the wireless medium per packet is avoided, thus
reducing contention and the risk of network collisions.

Based on our own experiences in [3] and reported results by others (see the
discussion on related work in [10]) our ongoing research focuses on piggybacking.

Consider the following scenario: there exists a source node S and a destination
node D, the latter which is located d meters from S. S transmits a packet at τ = 0
which is forwarded by means of piggybacking to D. Our problem statement then
becomes: What is the probability that D will have received the packet within τ
seconds for a given set of network parameters? Examples of network parameters
are the network density, the transmission power, the beaconing frequency, etc.

It is our goal to create a model that is able to predict the probability that
destination node D will have received the packet within τ seconds, as a function
of the set of network parameters. In this paper we present our methodology
to create such a model. We also show some results of a first analysis we have
performed on the impact of a number of network parameters on piggybacking in
a static network.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our method-
ology. In Section 3 we present the results of a simulation study on piggybacking
in a static network. We conclude the paper in Section 4.

2 Methodology

Piggybacking may be implemented in a number of ways, and it is impossible
to create a single model that is able to capture the behavioural details of every
possible implementation. In Section 2.1 we describe how we model the behaviour
of a piggyback protocol in a generic manner, and list the assumptions that our
model contains. In Section 2.2 we present our methodology.



2.1 Forwarding model

Any dissemination protocol in an intermittently connected VANET must employ
two different forwarding strategies, depending on the state of the network [3] [6]
[7] [8]:

1. As long as a node is able to forward the data to a node that is closer to the
destination the data will actively be forwarded in that direction.

2. When an intermediate forwarder is not able to forward the data to a node
that is closer to the destination, then the store-carry-forward mechanism is
used: the data is locally stored by a node that moves in the direction of the
destination. This node will carry the data until it finds a node that is closer
to the destination, and will then forward the data to this node, at which
point the first strategy is again applied.

The above two-step approach also holds for piggybacking. Thus, the time it
takes to piggyback data from the source to the destination depends on:

1. dforwarding – The forwarding delay: the time it takes to actively forward
data a certain distance.

2. dcarrying – The carrying delay: the time it takes for a node to carry the data
to a node that is closer to the destination.

In our model we treat these two delays independently. Work on calculating
dcarrying can be found in [9]. Our work initially focuses on dforwarding; later
on we will combine the two delays into a single model.

We now state two assumptions that are meant to ease the modelling of
dforwarding for piggybacking, while we argue that it will not diminish the appli-
cability of our model. The first assumption is that both source and destination
are situated on the same stretch of road. The second assumption is that this
stretch of road is straight.

The first assumption is rather unrealistic of course, but since the node topol-
ogy in a VANET is by definition limited to the road network every possible
route between a source and a destination can be broken down into a limited set
of stretches of road. For each of these stretches our assumption holds.

Although the second assumption is incorrect as well, we do not expect it to
have a significant impact on the model. In non-urban situations curves in a road
are rather gradual, while inside an urban area sharp curves often imply a new
stretch of road, or can be modelled as such.

2.2 Methodology

As has already been stated, our work focuses on the forwarding delay. Our
methodology to calculate dforwarding consists of the following steps:

1. First we simulate the performance of a piggybacking protocol for a range of
network parameters.



2. We then analyse the impact each network parameter has on the performance
of the piggybacking protocol.

3. Based on this analysis we model the performance of the piggybacking proto-
col based on those network parameters that were found to have a significant
impact.

To ease the modelling of the impact of the network parameters we initially
ignore mobility. Later on we will repeat the three steps with mobility taken into
account. We expect the effect of mobility on the forwarding delay to be limited,
since the speeds with which vehicles move are typically not significant w.r.t. the
transmission ranges and beacon frequencies involved.

Currently we have performed the first two steps for a static network. We
discuss the results of these steps in Section 3.

3 Simulation Study of a Static Network

In this section we describe the set-up and discuss the results of a simulation
study that investigated the performance of piggybacking in a static network.
This study was part of the first two steps of our methodology, see Section 2.2.
The goal of this study was to answer the following research questions:

1. Which network parameters should be taken into account to express the prob-
ability that a packet has been piggybacked a certain distance within a certain
time interval?

2. How significant is the impact of each network parameter on the performance
of the piggybacking (specified below), and in what way do the parameters
affect performance?

3. Can the effect of some network parameters be combined into a single param-
eter?

In Section 3.1 we describe the set-up of the experiment, the parameters that
have been varied during simulation, and the performance metrics that have been
measured. In Section 3.2 we discuss the results.

Due to space limitations the description of the experiment and the discussion
of the results are limited and incomplete – for a complete discussion of our
simulation study see [10].

3.1 Experimental Set-up

The piggyback protocol that we have used in our experiments is relatively simple,
such that we are better able to judge the impact of the network parameters. It
is similar to the protocol we have used earlier [3] which despite its simplicity
proved to be quite effective. Once we have fully modelled the performance of
this protocol as a function of network parameters, we expect that it should take
considerably less effort to model more involved protocols.

It is assumed that nodes know their own geographical position. The forward-
ing rules for every node are as follows. At τ = 0 the source node piggybacks a



service data unit (SDU) that has a geographical destination region attached to
it. When a node receives a beacon that contains an SDU, it will encapsulate this
SDU in its next scheduled beacon if by that time all of the following (still) hold:

1. The node is not the source of the SDU.
2. The node has not received the SDU from another node that is located closer

to the destination region.
3. The node has not included the SDU in a previous beacon.

Once the SDU reaches a node that is inside the destination region the forwarding
stops.

Different scenarios have been created by varying the following parameters: the
distance over which a packet must be piggybacked (the dissemination distance),
the average distance between nodes (the inter-node distance), the transmission
power, the transmission bit rate, the beacon frequency, the size of the beacon
window (not explained here as it was found to have no significant impact on
performance), the size of a beacon, and the size of the SDU.

For each experiment the following performance metrics have been measured:

1. dforwarding – The forwarding delay: the time it takes to forward the SDU to
the destination region

2. Ppr – The probability that the SDU reaches the destination region. It may
be that the SDU is lost during piggybacking because of transmission failures.

3. Ppr(τ) – The measured probability whether the SDU has reached the des-
tination region within τ seconds. I.e., if we have measured that 80% of all
SDUs reached the destination within 10 s, we state that Ppr(10) = 0.8.

3.2 Results Analysis

The three network parameters that have the biggest impact on performance are
the dissemination distance, the inter-node distance, the transmission power, the
transmission bit rate, and the beacon frequency.

An increase in the dissemination distance has the obvious effect of increas-
ing the network delay. An increase of the dissemination distance gives a linear
increase in dforwarding and a linear decrease in Ppr. If the dissemination dis-
tance and the inter-node distance are changed but their reciprocal ratio remains
the same, Ppr(τ) (and thus the other two performance metrics as well) will re-
main largely unchanged. E.g., if the dissemination distance is doubled and the
inter-node distance is halved, you will get the same results.

The reception probability for a single hop is mainly determined by the trans-
mission power and the transmission bit rate used. If different combinations of
these two network parameters result in the same single hop packet reception
probability, dforwarding, Ppr, and Ppr(τ) for the multi-hop case are also the
same for these combinations. We can therefore combine the network parameters
transmission power and transmission bit rate into a single network parameter:
the single hop reception probability.



The main effect of increasing the beacon frequency is an exponential decay
in dforwarding. The main effect of increasing the mean inter-node distance is
a linear increase of the network delay and a decrease of the packet reception
probability. The main effect of increasing the beacon size is a linear increase in
the network delay.

Increasing the transmission power, transmission bit rate, the beacon fre-
quency, and the beacon size will lead to an increased network load, as will a
decrease of the inter-beacon distance. As the network load is increased a point
will be reached where increasing the load further leads to an increase in the
amount of unsuccessful transmissions. An increase of the network load beyond
this point will lead to an increase in dforwarding and a decrease of Ppr. E.g., as
the beacon frequency is increased beyond this point, Ppr decreases linearly.

The effect of the size of the SDU on performance is significant but negligible
compared to the effect of the network parameters mentioned previously. The size
of the beacon window has no impact on performance.

4 Conclusions & Future Work

Piggybacking is a method to disseminate data by attaching it to already sched-
uled beacons. It is our goal to model the performance of piggybacking as a
function of relevant network parameters. Our main performance metric, and the
outcome of our model, is the probability that a destination node has received
the data within τ seconds.

In this paper we have presented our methodology to create such a model and
the specific steps involved. We have also shown how the delay of piggybacking
data can be broken down into two parts: the forwarding delay when actively
forwarding data from node to node, and the carrying delay when data is carried
by a node to nodes that are closer to the destination. Our research focuses on
the forwarding delay.

In Section 3 we have discussed some results of a simulation study on piggy-
backing inside a static network. The following network parameters should at least
be taken into account when modelling piggybacking: the dissemination distance,
the average distance between nodes, the transmission power, the transmission
bit rate, and the beacon frequency. Although the beacon size and the size of the
SDU also impact performance significantly, their effect is an order of magnitude
less.

Our next steps will be to model the piggyback performance for the static case.
We will then simulate, analyse and model the impact of mobility on performance.
Finally we will combine our model to calculate dforwarding with (an) existing
model(s) to calculate dcarrying, into a model that is able to calculate the complete
delay to piggyback information from a source node to a destination region.
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